Types of Material Transfer and Confidentiality Agreements

- **Confidentiality Agreement (CDA)** – covers the exchange of unpublished information between entities

- **Material Transfer Agreement (MTA)** – covers the exchange of specific research materials between entities.

- **Collaboration Agreement** – covers the structuring of a research relationship between entities

- **Inter-Institutional Agreement (IIA)** – covers the management of defined intellectual property assets that are owned by more than one institution

- **Option to License Agreement** – covers the intent of a 3rd party for a future license of a defined Tufts intellectual property asset

- **License Agreement** – covers the use (generally commercial) of a defined Tufts intellectual property asset by a 3rd party

- **Sponsored Research Agreement (SRA)** – is a contract between Tufts and a non-federal sponsor for the purposes of funding and conducting research at Tufts